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Physical Setting

Perry Harvey, Sr. Park is located northeast of the Central Business District (CBD) in Tampa, 
Florida. The project location is in the SW1/4 of the SE1/4 of the SE1/4, Section 13, Township 
29 South, Range 18 East. As reckoned from the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83), the 
project area's centroid is located at approximately 82.455 degrees West, and 27.954 degrees 
North. The park's terrain, in the project area, is level, and surface vegetation is limited to 
closely cut grasses and common weeds. The elevation of the project is area is about 7 meters 
(23 ft.) above sea level, as reckoned from the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 
(NAVD88).
The park is bounded on the north by Kay Street, and on the west by Orange Avenue. To the 
south, the park extends to Tyler Street, except where a segment of Orange Avenue curves 
eastward to intersect with Tyler. In 2003, the park was bounded to the east by the public 
housing units of Central Park Village; these housing units were subsequently replaced by 
residential highrises. A low, tree-lined berm separates the western edge of the park grounds 
from Orange Avenue. During the time period when the project was conducted, the park's 
amenities included a small pavilion, two concrete-surfaced tennis courts, and a 
skateboarding area. The park was refurbished, in early 2016; the redesign explicitly called 
for honoring the history of the Central Avenue business district, and the African American 
heritage of the surrounding neighborhood(s).
The project area is roughly 920 meters (0.57 mi.) east of the Hillsborough River, 1.5 
kilometers (0.93 mi.) north of the Garrison Channel in Hillsborough Bay, and 1.1 kilometers 
(0.68 mi.) west of the Ybor Channel. Interstate 275 is approximately 250 meters (820 ft.) to 
the north, and the nearest segment of the Crosstown Expressway's route is about 500 meters
(0.31 mi.) east-southeast of the project area. There are railroad tracks, trending east-
northeast to west-southwest, roughly 225 meters (722 ft.) south of the project area. The 
National Register of Historic Places-listed Union Railroad Station lies about 420 meters (0.26 
mi.) east-southeast, and Tampa's earliest cemetery, Oak Lawn, lies about 130 meters (426.5 
ft.) due west; these two cultural features will be discussed in greater detail later.
The land in the general vicinity of the project was in use as a residential area for African 
Americans, through most (or all) of the latter half of the nineteenth century. The location 
selected for intensive subsurface study was situated to examine a residential area 
immediately behind commercial buildings lining the east side of Central Avenue. Most of the
private residences in the “Scrub” neighborhood were removed in the early 1950s, although 
some commercial buildings remained until, at least, the late 1960s. Work on the Jefferson 
Avenue approach to Interstate 275, in 1968, changed traffic patterns in the area; and, the 
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segment of Central Avenue adjacent to the study area was completely removed by 1974. 
Perry Harvey, Sr. Park was opened to the public in 1979.

Geology and Geomorphology
Tampa is located within the Gulf Coastal Lowlands physiographic division, which extends 
into eastern Hillsborough County. To the northeast is a portion of the Western Valley, 
through which the Hillsborough River flows; the river departs from the valley at the Zephyr 
Hills Gap, where it begins to meander over relict marine terraces on its way to Hillsborough 
Bay (White 1970, 134–35). The relatively steep Wicomico scarp defining the western edge of 
the Polk Upland, north of the Alafia River, is well to the east of the project area (Campbell 
1984, 2). North of Tampa Bay, the Gulf Coastal Lowlands are often covered by old dune fields,
some of which were probably built up, at least partially, through aeolian deposition of sand; 
in this region, old dunes frequently obscure the scarp created by Pamlico sea levels (White 
1970, 149–53).
The Gulf of Mexico coast is protected by a line of barrier islands and lagoons, from the 
mouth of the Anclote River, to south of Venice, Florida; White has suggested that an earlier 
series of lagoons may have run from Old Tampa Bay to Lake Tarpon (1970, 154). An 
alternative classificatory system, proposed by H. Kelly Brooks, places the project area within
the Lake Tarpon Basin portion of the Tampa Plain (1981). In Physiographic Divisions of Florida, 
Brooks based his classifications upon rock and soil type, underlying geological structure, 
geomorphic processes, and physical relief; however, it is here presented only as an 
alternative perspective, and is not presumed to have superseded White's system.
The project location is underlain by the Miocene series limestone of the Tampa Member of 
the Arcadia Formation. The upper boundary of the Tampa Member is just above sea level in 
northern Hillsborough County, and in the project area is overlain by undifferentiated white 
sand, which is typical in updip areas (Campbell 1984, 7). The three constituent elements of 
the Tampa Member (the limestone along with a phosphorite unit and a clay unit) are 
roughly 18.29-22.86 meters (60-75 ft.) thick, in the project area; immediately below the 
Tampa Limestone are the Suwannee Limestone, and the Ocala Limestone, respectively 
(Stringfield 1966, 54, 56, 97). Below the Ocala Limestone, in descending order, are the Avon 
Park Formation, the Oldsmar Formation, and the Cedar Keys Formation; the latter forms the 
“base of the Floridan aquifer system” (Scott 1993, 20–22).
The Pamlico sea level was roughly 7.62 meters (25 ft.) above present sea level, suggesting 
that the project area was a near-shore marine environment during the Sangamon 
interglacial period, (very) approximately 75,000-125,000 years BP (Stringfield 1966, 70–71; 
Levin 1999, Table 13-2). The higher elevations, north of the study area, are underlain by 
undifferentiated Quaternary sediments. A more recent marine terrace, the Silver Bluff, rose 
1.8-2.4 meters (6-8 ft.) above present sea levels, probably during a Mid-Wisconsinian warm 
interval (Stringfield 1966, 69). Mean temperatures fluctuated frequently during the 
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Wisconsin glacial stage; however, the Mid-Wisconsin Interstadial, about 27,000-30,000 years 
BP, seems like the most likely time for the Silver Bluff transgression (Russell et al. 2009, 183). 
Most of the coastal margin of Hillsborough Bay, at or below 2.5 meters above sea level, was 
depicted as salt marsh on early to mid-nineteenth century maps. Hillsborough Bay, between 
the mouths of the Hillsborough River and the Ybor Estuary (Ybor Channel after 1912), was 
primarily an area of shallow water, mud flats, and salt marsh (Grismer 1950, 240, 243–44; 
Robinson 1928, 110–11). Sediments from the river and the estuary created Hooker's Point, 
and the low-lying Little Grassy Island, and Rabbit Island (also known as Big Grassy Island and
Depot Key). Anthropogenic changes, during the early twentieth century, created the deep 
channels, Seddon Island, and the Davis Islands (Grismer 1950, 212, 224–25, 254–55).

Hydrology
The major fresh water feature in the general vicinity of the project area is the Hillsborough 
River, which debouches into Hillsborough Bay. The Hillsborough Rivers heads in the Green 
Swamp, as do the Ocklawaha, Peace, and Withlacoochee Rivers (Estevez, Dixon, and Flannery
1991, 189). However, the Withlacoochee may have formerly been part of the Hillsborough 
River system, before it opened a path through the Dunnellon Gap (White 1970, 144; Estevez, 
Dixon, and Flannery 1991, 189). The flow of the Hillsborough River is impacted by available 
groundwater; during periods of drought the river drains groundwater, whereas it recharges 
the aquifer during periods when precipitation raises the river stages above the local 
potentiometric surface (Miller 1997, 70–71).
In the absence of precipitation the Hillsborough River is largely spring-fed, with as much as 
50-80 percent of its flow derived from Crystal Springs, during the dry seasons, through the 
first half of the 1980s (Champion and Starks 2011, 7). The length of the river's channel is 88 
kilometers (54.68 mi.), and its drainage basin extends over a 1,684 square kilometer (650.2 
sq. mi.) area; about 20 percent of that drainage basin is currently classified as urban 
(Estevez, Dixon, and Flannery 1991, 194, 203). Prior to human alteration of the river's natural
flow regime, tidal influences likely extended 30 kilometers (18.64 mi.) upstream, from the 
mouth (Estevez, Dixon, and Flannery 1991, 187). Unfortunately, the historical interplay 
between fresh water outflow and estuarine  reaches is purely conjectural due to the dearth 
of recorded data (McPherson and Hammett 1991, 42).
In 1757, Don Francisco Maria Celi found the Hillsborough River navigable all the way to the 
waterfall, within the present day boundaries of Hillsborough River State Park (Ware 1968, 
22). The river was dammed, in 1897, by the Tampa Electric Company, at a cost of $150,000 
(Grismer 1950, 214). Currently, the river is dammed at a point about 16 kilometers (9.94 mi.) 
upriver from the mouth; this impoundment, supplemented by water from Sulphur Springs, 
is a major source of drinking water for the City of Tampa, withdrawing “235 liters...per day” 
by 1988 (Estevez, Dixon, and Flannery 1991, 194). The importance of the river as a source of 
drinking water increased after drawdown from early well fields facilitated saltwater 
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intrusion, with groundwater around the margin of Tampa Bay containing above 100 parts 
per million (ppm) of chloride (Stringfield 1966, 174, 192).
Hillsborough County, including the City of Tampa, is one of the major consumers of water 
from the Floridan aquifer system (Miller 1997, 82, 87). The potentiometric surface, in the 
vicinity of the study area is expected to be less than 3 meters (under 10 ft.) above sea level; 
at the southern end of the Interbay Peninsula, west of the project area, the potentiometric 
surface is less than a meter (about 3 ft.) above sea level (Stringfield 1966, 129). Due to high 
mineral content, water wells in this part of Hillsborough County generally do not penetrate 
below the Suwannee Limestone; the Tampa Member is capable of yielding 757.1 liters (200 
gal.) per minute, with artesian flow except where it appears as a surface outcropping 
(Stringfield 1966, 32, 42, 48).
The project location is about 7.5 kilometers (4.66 mi.) south of Sulphur Springs, and Purity 
Springs. Palma Ceia Spring is, roughly, 4.85 kilometers (3 mi.) to the southwest. The Eureka 
Springs are just over 12 kilometers (7.5 mi.) to the northeast; however, they were created by 
blasting, during the twentieth century (Scott et al. 2004, 496). Ulele Spring is just under a 
kilometer (0.62 mi.) northwest of the project area. Historically, Government Spring was 
approximately a kilometer to the northeast, near where Thirteenth Street intersected 
Second Avenue, in the 1950s; while no longer active, this spring flowed through a short run 
into what is now the Ybor Channel, and was a major source of fresh water for Fort Brooke 
(Grismer 1950, 180, 192, 206).
Sulphur Springs is the most productive of the nearby springs, with a 15-year mean discharge
of 44 cfs (74,800 liters per minute); although, the discharge was 163 cfs (277,100 lpm) on 3 
August 1945, which suggests that they have the potential to become first magnitude springs 
when the aquifer is fully recharged (Ferguson et al. 1947, 83; Rosenau et al. 1977, 166–67; 
Scott et al. 2004, 141). Both Purity Springs, and Palma Ceia Spring, are presently considered 
inactive (Champion and Starks 2011, 133)), but were discharging 42 gpm (159.6 lpm) as 
recently as 1946 (Rosenau et al. 1977, 168). However, Palma Ceia Spring has a subterranean 
outlet to “Tampa Bay,” which does not appear to have been included in discharge 
measurements (Scott et al. 2004, 498). Historically, Purity Springs was an important source 
of drinking water for about 4,000 local residents; these springs (one pool, with two vents) 
were also the source for the “principal water bottling company in Tampa” (Ferguson et al. 
1947, 82).
The water that issues from Sulphur Springs is fairly high in sodium chloride (NaCl), and 
showed a steady increase over the latter half of the twentieth century; in 1946, sodium levels
were 86 ppm, rising to 120 ppm in 1966, 140 ppm in 1972, and 259 ppm in 2002 (Scott 1993, 
142).  Chloride levels has risen similarly, at Sulphur Springs, from 160 ppm in 1946, to 230 
ppm in 1972, and 490 ppm in 2002 (Scott et al. 2004, 142). Palma Ceia Spring, which is the 
closest to the bay, is also highly saline; in 1946, the combined sodium/potassium levels were 
100 ppm, and the chloride levels were 231 ppm (Ferguson et al. 1947, 81). However, for 
Palma Ceia Spring, the origin of the salts were undetermined; they may have been residual 
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salts remaining from the period when the area was covered by saltwater, or they may have 
originated during saltwater intrusion events, or possibly some combination of both factors.
Thus, a complete understanding of historically available fresh water in the Tampa Bay area 
entails establishing the timing of sea level fluctuations in the Gulf of Mexico. Balsillie and 
Donoghue have published a sea-level curve for the Gulf of Mexico, based on 341 proxy 
indicators from 23 separate sources; this includes 170 proxy indicators that support absolute
dates more recent than 6,000 BP. During the last glacial maximum (LGM), about 22,000 cal BP, 
sea-level in the Gulf of Mexico was approximately 125 meters (410 ft.) below its present 
elevation (Balsillie and Donoghue 2004, Figure 5). Therefore, at the LGM, the Gulf coast was 
more than 161 kilometers (100 mi.) west of Tampa (Lane 1994, 17).
The LGM occurred well before the earliest known human occupation of Florida. Based on an 
average of seven radiocarbon samples from the Page-Ladson site, humans were present in 
Florida by 12,425±32 14C BP (Dunbar 2006, 411). Using the CALIB 7.0.2 program to convert the 
radiocarbon years to calendar years, with the IntCal13 radiocarbon curve, this implies that 
we can be 95 percent confident (i.e., the two sigma range) that humans were present in 
Florida by 14,217-14,824 cal BP (Stuiver and Reimer 1993; Reimer et al. 2013). So, when the 
earliest known humans began arriving in Florida, sea-level in the Gulf of Mexico was still 
some 100 meters (328 ft.) below where it is at present (Balsillie and Donoghue 2004).
At Lake Annie, about 140 kilometers (87 mi.) southeast of the project area, generally dry 
conditions predominated from 33,300-13,010 BP, with an open rosemary (Ceratiola ericoides) 
scrub covering the sand ridges, and possibly an oak scrub in the low-lying, inter-ridge vales 
(Watts 1980, 400). After 13,000 BP, increasingly available moisture appears to have resulted in
suitable conditions for sand pine (Pinus clausa) to begin replacing the rosemary scrub. 
Overall, the relative scarcity of fresh water would have discouraged humans from 
attempting extended excursions into the interior, during this time period (Milanich 1998, 3).
Sea levels rose steadily from 14,000-8,000 BP, at an average of 10 millimeters (0.39 in.) per 
year, and had nearly reached present levels by 6,000 cal BP (Donoghue 2011, 22). However, 
Faught and Waggoner (2012) have noted a millennium-long gap in the archaeological record,
around 10,200-8,990 cal BP, which leaves open the possibility that Florida was settled by 
separate peoples, bearing different traditions, at different times. In any case, in the Gulf of 
Mexico, sea level approximated roughly modern conditions by 1800 CE (Balsillie and 
Donoghue 2004, Figure 7).
Of course, sea level is not the sole determinant of available fresh water in the interior. 
Perched water tables may have held significant fresh water resources, over extensive areas, 
for prolonged periods of time. For example, the Ocklawaha River has likely been a 
continuously flowing stream for most, if not all, of the past 17,000 years, and it heads in the 
same drainage basin as the Hillsborough River (Livingston 1991, 90). While the springs that 
depend on artesian flow were not likely to have existed when the Gulf of Mexico was well 
below modern sea level, there may have been other fresh water sources near the project 
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area. The Six Mile Creek drainage basin, 10-15 kilometers (6.2-9.3 mi.) northeast of the 
project area, includes dozens of sites with components that date to the Paleoindian and 
Archaic periods, including the Harney Flats site (8HI507).

Soils and Sediments
Anthropogenic terrain modifications have substantially altered local edaphic patterns over 
time. The project area is currently classified as urban land, and has for that reason been 
avoided by soil survey crews since the 1950s (Leighty et al. 1958, 9; Doolittle, 
Schellentragger, and Ploetz 1989, 48). The General Soil Map from 1989 soil survey of 
Hillsborough County places the project area within the Urban land-Myakka-Smyrna soil 
association, which is subsumed under the “Soils of the Flatwoods” group (Doolittle, 
Schellentragger, and Ploetz 1989, 9). However, a shapefile compiled from the Soil Survey 
Geographic (SSURGO) database for Hillsborough County, Florida 
(http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov) suggests that the Urban land-Tavares soil association, 
which is subsumed under “Soils of the Uplands and Low Ridges,” might more accurately 
reflect the soil conditions in the vicinity of the project area (Doolittle, Schellentragger, and 
Ploetz 1989, 7–8). In either case, the neighborhood historically known as the “Scrub” is 
bounded, to the north, by an extensive area of Tavares-Urban land complex, 0 to 5 percent 
slopes.
The soil map accompanying the 1918 soil survey, which was drawn in 1916, places the 
project area well within the boundaries of the Norfolk fine sand (Mooney et al. 1918, Soil 
Map). The soil surveyors described the Norfolk fine sand as a “light gray to yellowish-gray 
fine sand, about 6 inches deep, grading into a pale yellow to bright-yellow fine sand, which 
extends to a depth of more than 3 feet,” noting that it was one of the more prevalent upland 
soils in Hillsborough County (Mooney et al. 1918, 19–20). The area's soil was still being 
identified as Norfolk fine sand in 1941, and shown on a general soil map as bounded, to the 
east, by Leon fine sand; although the map was drawn at the rather coarse resolution of one 
inch to six miles, it does appear to indicate that the Leon fine sand extended to the western 
side of the Ybor Channel (Hillsborough County Land Use Planning Committee 1941, Figure 
2).
The 1918 soil survey map, drawn at a scale of one inch to one mile, is probably the most 
reliable indicator of soil type prior to intensive urbanization. However, since at least 1950, 
no Hillsborough County soils have been classified as Norfolk fine sand (Leighty et al. 1958; 
Doolittle, Schellentragger, and Ploetz 1989). Similarly, the use of the Leon fine sand 
classification was discontinued, in Hillsborough County, sometime after the soil survey 
results issued in 1958, although they comprised about 25 percent of the county's identified 
soils at that time (Leighty et al. 1958, 12). In later soil surveys, based on reported areal 
coverage, it would appear that the Leon fine sands have mostly been reclassified as Myakka 
series soils (Doolittle, Schellentragger, and Ploetz 1989, 110). Both the Leon and Myakka soils
are commonly associated with flatwoods, both have a thin dark gray horizon at the surface, 
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followed by a light gray horizon, with a spodic horizon at 20-30 inches (50.8-76.2 cm) below 
the surface (Leighty et al. 1958, 26; Doolittle, Schellentragger, and Ploetz 1989, 80–81).
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In their discussion of nineteen archaeological projects undertaken in Tampa's CBD, prior to 
1987, Piper and Piper noted a general stratigraphic pattern of dark gray fill layer, followed 
by a “yellow-tan sand,” underlain by “a homogeneous white sand,” with the only the white 
sand underlying “modern fill near the shoreline” (1987, 261–62). Moreover, based on 
previous work, the “modern fill” layer is expected to be roughly 30 centimeters (11.8 in.) 
thick “above the 15 foot [4.57 m] contour” (Piper and Piper 1987, 262). Previous research at 
Perry Harvey, Sr. Park encountered deeper deposits of “gray to dark gray mixed soils,” 
ranging 20-80 centimeters (7.9-31.5 in.) thick, and underlain by “tan sand” (Panamerican 
Consultants 2001, 13). The stratigraphy of excavation unit #2 from the 2003 USF field school, 
located within the Gladstone Alley project area, was comprised of approximately 60 
centimeters (23.6 in.) of dark gray sand, underlain by white sand with pronounced mottling 
near the interface with the overlying fill (Weisman and Collins 2004, Figure 3.7).
A more generalized characterization of local pedology can be found in the maps 
accompanying Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff 1999). For the Tampa Bay region, Entisols 
(Psamments) and Spodosols (Aquods) are the dominant pedons. The Psamments are soils 
composed of well-sorted sands, devoid of large (gravel-sized, 2 mm or larger) particles, and 
without strongly developed horizons (Soil Survey Staff 1999, 432). More specifically, 
Quartzipsamments are composed primarily of quartz sands that are “white or stained 
brown, yellow, or red;” in Florida, almost all scrub ecosystems are underlain by 
quartzipsamments (Soil Survey Staff 1999, 434–35; Myers 1990, 157). The Aquods, on the 
other hand, must have either a histic epipedon (e.g., peat or muck), a redoximorphic 
albic/spodic horizon within 50 cm (19.7 in.) of the surface, or both (Soil Survey Staff 1999, 
698). Soils with a spodic horizon are common features of a flatwoods ecosystem 
(Abrahamson and Hartnett 1990, 108).
While it is possible that there was, historically, a spodic horizon that was subsequently 
destroyed by urban development, the soil stratigraphy revealed by archaeological testing at 
Perry Harvey, Sr. Park better fits with the description of Quartzipsamments. Thus, it seems 
unlikely that the area ever supported a true flatwoods ecosystem. It is more probable that 
the area formerly supported a scrub ecosystem. The lack of a “yellow-tan sand” element, 
within the Gladstone Alley project area may relate to terrain modification accompanying 
urbanization processes, or it may indicate that the area was covered by a dense patch of 
scrub, which produced an abundance of organic litter that etiolated the subsoil as it decayed
(Myers 1990, 158). However, it is also quite possible that the area graded eastward into a 
“scrubby flatwoods association,” as an ecotone between the high pine/sandhill ecosystem to 
the north and northwest (Florida Natural Areas Inventory 2010, 39), and the mosaic of salt 
marsh, scrub, and hammock that bounded the Ybor Estuary to the southeast and east 
(Abrahamson and Hartnett 1990, 118–19).

Recognizing Landscapes within Environments
Up to this point, the discussion has emphasized the natural processes involved in 
establishing the environment within which humans acted, and interacted, in the past. The 
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natural processes of the environment certainly play a constraining role on the choices 
available to human actors. However, this should not be regarded as a prelude to an 
environmentally deterministic explanation of archaeologically recognizable patterns. 
Landscapes are differently perceived by the people who inhabit them, both as individuals 
and as bearers of shared cultures.
As Fekri Hassan has noted, “before one
develops models of how landscapes are
socially or symbolically cognized, the
environmental parameters of an area
must be adequately known for the
period of occupation” (2006, 319).
However, only by appealing to deep
history, prior to any anthropogenic
change, can one expect to discern a
completely natural environment that
was not impacted by cultural influences
(Redman 1999, 3–7; 199–201). In the
case of Tampa Bay, there were, at least,
three centuries worth of European
influences on the Florida environment,
prior to the establishment of Fort
Brooke, plus more than two millennia
of aboriginal sedentism in the region.
One common approach is to arbitrarily
predetermine the boundary conditions,
so that “[t]he natural environment is
the sum of the biotic and geological
elements within a particular
geographical space” (Anschuetz,
Wilshusen, and Schelck 2001, 188).
To adequately understand the
environmental parameters it is necessary to broaden the scope of inquiry to a much greater 
time depth than the period of occupation. Many environmental processes have a periodicity 
that exceeds the entire span of human occupation. Moreover, humans bearing disparate 
cultures may occupy an area, successively or concurrently, and this may result in cumulative
effects that further constrain the choices of later groups. For the Tampa Bay area, this 
includes peoples from numerous European, African, and aboriginal North American cultural 
backgrounds.
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Pre-Settlement Vegetation
 Pre-settlement vegetation maps indicate that the project area was part of a high pine, 
sandhill ecosystem, covered by longleaf pine (Pinus palustris), as part of a corridor that 
extended along the Hillsborough River, Six Mile Creek, and the upper reaches of the Alafia 
River (Fernald and Purdum 1998, 87, 107; Myers 1990, Figure 6.14). By the mid-nineteenth 
century, settlers perceived that “most of Hillsborough County was pine flatwoods and pine-
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turkey oak hills” (Otto 1984, 73). Writing from Fort Brooke, in early 1824, Col. George M. 
Brooke perceived a “ridge of piney lands” interspersed with “some very fine springs,” which
he identified as a potential refuge in the event that diseases became problematic at the fort; 
this would appear to suggest that the pine lands on the ridge were relatively open (as quoted
in Grismer 1950, 56). The critical variable regarding the proportion of pine to oak, likely 
turkey oak (Quercus laevis) given the well-drained soils in the vicinity of the project area, 
would have been the frequency and intensity of fires (Myers 1990, 180, 182–83).
There would almost certainly have been some turkey oaks growing on the upland areas, 
even if highly dispersed, rendering them “inconspicuous” to the eyes of Colonel Brooke 
(Myers 1990, 152, 182). At the landscape scale, the project area is relatively protected from 
fire, with the bays to the south, and the Hillsborough River to the west and north; the 
presence of Six Mile Creek, a few intermediate-sized lakes, and the Ybor Estuary to the east 
would also have created natural fire breaks. The low lying area to the northeast would have 
been the most likely entry point for fires of natural origin, other than chance lightning 
strikes on the pine upland itself. In the absence of regular fires, the density of turkey oaks 
tends to increase in high pine ecosystems (Myers 1990, 183). One possible explanation for a 
low density of turkey oaks on the upland ridge, in the early historical period, might be that 
it was previously subjected to frequent fires that were intentionally set by aboriginal North 
Americans, to improve conditions for hunting (Delcourt and Delcourt 1997, 1013).
Somewhat different conditions may have prevailed on the backslope and footslope of the 
upland ridge, which would include the immediate vicinity of the project area. Illicit timber 
harvesting and/or semi-domesticated pigs may have had a deleterious impact on the 
regeneration growth of longleaf pines, creating a rapid succession of turkey oak scrub on the
lower slope (Myers 1990, 181, 183).
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